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About This Game

Osteya - the city which once was home to many people over the centuries.
According to historians, there is a legend that Osteya stuck in time between worlds.

Here is a story of Seed, a traveler and adventurer,
who was one of the heroes involved in the fate of the dream city - Osteya.

Osteya - 2D Indie Pixel Art Platformer.

- 40 Levels
- Game for All Family

- Amazing Music and Sounds
- Incredible Graphics

- Spellbinding and Challenging Gameplay
- Innovational teleport thought walls and time

- Dangerous Enemies
- Hardcore levels

- More levels coming soon!
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Interesting take on something to adapt to a visual novel. This is a game set in an alternate world's World War II. You serve the
"Germans" who in this world worship the Egyptian pantheon. There are two love interests and they are a bit divergent, at least in
their belief in the Empire... One is a rebel, the other the daughter of a high-ranking official.

Worth the price.. Clean graphics, smooth controls and a high skill level cap, make this game very enjoyable in a very short time.
The game unique mechanics really shine in multi-player, but I do expect more weapons and special powers once released.. An
absolutely fantastic sandbox survival game. In an amazing twist, the game has fantastic replayability despite its pre-built map.
The game creates a very unique style of horror based around the unknown. As you grow to learn more about the world around
you, it becomes less terrifying. At $25, I would absolutely recommend this game to anyone.. its a fantastic game i just cant
recommend it due to performance issues
. Good game made in unity :O. Very good, very challenging.. køb det det er nice. Plays well via Steam Link. Dogfight 1942 is a
fun World War II arcade game that works perfectly with an Xbox controller.
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It's pretty worthy price.. The good: Lots of filter options, plenty of games included, no crashes so far

The bad: Main menu music is pretty bad, no way to close the game besides alt+f4 or alt-tab, cant remap controls (besides
castlevania 4),

The questionable: Sprite flickering on the nes titles; no idea if this is intentional to emulate the older games ( i personally like it
but im not sure if this was on purpose). We love playing this as a family! They now added the ability for the person sitting in
front of the computer not on the vive to interact with the environment as well, fun times :). If you have any interest in a neat
TBS-combat strategy game with Civ-esque overview, get this. It is eternally awesome.. If you're looking for a Zoo Tycoon kind
of thing, this game is missing a bunch of features (no zoo keeper mode or anything) but, it's a fun game.

It's just a pretty fun casual game,

+ There are a lot of animal variants (different colours, patterns etc. of each species) which is pretty fun- makes them easier to
tell apart
+ The buying animals is great- choosing the ages and quality of each animal specifically
+The animals are pretty cute and fuzzy
+ Great customisation as to how you play the game (you're able to choose how much money and how many stars you start with,
whether plants/animals can get ill or die etc.)
+ It's more realistic than zoo tycoon with the plants, gardeners and vets
+ It's easy to see what the animals need and their needs are pretty specific and I enjoy that.

- Not Zoo Tycoon.... Locomotion perfectly scratches that puzzleing itch. Difficulty curve is just right, new elements are
introduced gradually and the combination of these elements is neatly done. Most puzzles have simple solutions but they are not
always easy to find. On top of that there are nice visuals and fitting music.

It took me about six hours to finish all 52 levels of the game. However, one to two hours of that went into three or four puzzles
that really had me dumbfounded.

All in all, Locomotion is a really well designed railway puzzler. Definite recommendation from me (even for 8,15 \u20ac).. The
game is an old-school point and click. You play Mata Hari, seductive, desired, curious and suspicious as she is meant to be. You
will see the many sides of a sexual spy during a political, psychological and mysterious war.
Although predictable, the story is a nice trip through history.

The main issue with the game is repetitiveness. You have a huge amount of discussions, repetitive OST, repetitive puzzles,
impossible dance mini game (another repetitive puzzle) and a bit too much of going between towns.
The good side is, you can turn on the panic button for mini games, including the dancing one. It is barey possible to be
successful at it on a computer without a touch screen.

Do I recommend the game? Definitely, for the fans of quests with lots of speech and conversations. As a whole? Nope.

*Sorry for the typos!
. This game is simply too thin on thin on the ground. While the story promises to go in a number of interesting directions with
the Player choosing between multiple allegiances there is little in the way of payoff. This is because of the short length of the
game which clocks in at 150,000 words compared to other Choice of Games titles, some of which are close to half a million
words long. Choice of the Ninja also has no save system meaning that if you die late in the game, as I did, you have to start from
the very beginning. Even the rating and companion systems in this game are shallow compared to other CoG titles. I bought this
game during a sale but still don't think it is worthwhile.
. Worth the Price.

The maps mostly consist of grids where the mobs must go thru designated waypoints in order. At the start of each round you get
an additional number of blocks to place, and you may freely move blocks previously placed. But once you finalize your maze
and stop placing more blocks, your maze is locked.

Pro: Allows flexible mazing.
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Con: There is a lack of statistics as to how your individual towers perform and it is not entirely clear from their descriptions how
certain aspects of the towers perform.

Conclusion: If you are a TD fan who buys most good TD games, then for the price it is worth picking this one up. And if you
especially like mazing, then definitely pick this one up.
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